ݗڲਆพႺϷτࠉʔ̇

ஃڬiొಁ˺  ሏʸᐲ৽৻ר

Nanyang Commercial Bank, Limited

Rules: ATM Card - Auto-transfer Service

ஃڬiొಁ˺  ሏʸᐲ৽৻ר
ᇼ͛ቇݗڲਆพႺϷτࠉʔ̯̇Ϸૈ৻רؿಁcԎऋП؇෮ૈ৻ר
ಁ  ʗᆦʥሏʸ௰ᆢႏ࣊ʥ  ʗཋɥႺϷ৻רʥొ
ಁ˺ૈؿʼeߗ̯ஃڬၤૈ৻רಁτͨЄאᘩcᎶ˞̯ஃݯڬๅe


ᐢڬ

 ̯Ϸొಁ˺ௐτ˞Ɂ̵ྫྷʥಋྫྷؿᔶྫྷ့৻רcԎሬ͂כΛ၉ΣႺ
dႺᐲd3/86ʥמፒԑe۪ʸ˿Ε̯ϷϽࠗכಋؿϬ৽ᓃ
ࡗዀʥΕࠗಋൎτႺᅟႌؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀd˞ʥΕͲଈൎτႺᐲֶ
3/86ᅟႌؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀንొಁ˺ొՅଊټe۪ʸ͛˿Εࠗಋൎτמፒ
ԑcʥͲଈൎτႺᐲᅟႌؿਆʸԵ˺ࣱeΣ۪ʸొؿಁ˺ࣂڃτ̯
ϷؿɁ̵ྫྷʥಋྫྷሏʸc۪ʸ˞Ɂ̵ྫྷሏמ͚ؿc˳ܢԵ˺ࣱʥొՅଊ
ټcੀ˞Ɂ̵ྫྷሏʸʻ˟hϤ˞ಋྫྷֶԯˢ̔ྫྷሏ˞ڬמ͚ؿಋྫྷሏʸʻ
˟e۪ʸ͛˿ፕእݯԯొಁ˺ઢ৽ሏʸᐲ৽৻רcϊ৻רሬ͂כႺᐲ၉
ؿԵ˺ࣱʥଊొټՅ͚מe
 ొಁ˺ͨכЄࣂංя̯ݯϷؿলଐc̯Ϸ˿ͨכЄࣂංՅֶࣱ࿄ሻొಁ˺Ϥˇ
དͱ۪كʸe۪ʸΣνԷ̯Ϸ߬ұc͓Щੀొಁ˺͚ᑹ̯Ϸe
 ۪ʸᎶѢഁʥΪͲΔొဳړಁ˺cԎɺʐஈͨЄԯˢɁɡԚ͂e
 Σ۪ʸɺፘֶ̖ᛥొಁ˺cᎶቱ҄༦̯Ϸɺࣂܞցؿப̯كϷe


Ίീցຮ

ΣಲऋП႓עcɎͶ͂ീΕ̯ૈಁɻؿфຮݯi
 ۪ʸܰܞɰ͇ᇼొಁ˺ؿϬಳɁe
 ሏʸᐲ৽۪ܞܰ৻רʸ༦Ⴚᐲ၉൬Ϸ͚ొܢ˳ࣂמՅଊֶټԵ
˺ࣱcΣ۪ʸמ͚ؿሏʸᔾɺӷ˞ʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcϤ۪ʸొؿಁ˺
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ʑֆτԯˢᐲᖎሏʸʥ೩ሏʸτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚מੀϬ
৽೩ሏʸκcˇ̊Ϸሁᅆe


ొಁ˺  ሏʸᐲ৽৻ר

 Σొಁ˺ʑֺτሏʸݯޑಋྫྷሏʸֶɁ̵ྫྷሏʸcኬ೫͚ټמᔾɺሃಋྫྷd
Ɂ̵ྫྷֶԯˢ̔ྫྷผొಁ˺ʑؿਥ̯ሏʸκeΣ۪ʸؿਥ̯ሏʸᔾ
ɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽ొಁ˺ʑ۪ʸؿȹڃᙔሏʸ
κhΣሏʸᔾ͛ɺӷcڬɀڃᙔሏʸκeΣొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎ
ؿሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټκኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe
 Σొಁ˺ʑࣂڃτಋྫྷʥɁ̵ྫྷሏʸc۪ʸ൬ϷɁ̵ྫྷ͚ࣂמcኬ೫͚מ
ټᔾผͱొಁ˺ʑࠖؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸɻκeΣɁ̵ྫྷሏʸᔾɺӷʻ˟
ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽۪ʸొಁ˺ʑ̊ȹɁ̵ྫྷሏʸΣτ
κeΣɐ߸ؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸᔾʋɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcڬኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀ
۪ʸొಁ˺ʑಋྫྷሏʸɻκԎࣹʥಋྫྷЙɁ̵ྫྷ͚מeΣొಁ˺ʑ
ֺτɰᐲᖎؿಋྫྷሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅ
ࣱeᐢܢϤӰcΣɐ߸ొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚
ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe
 Σొಁ˺ʑࣂڃτಋྫྷʥɁ̵ྫྷሏʸc۪ʸ൬Ϸಋྫྷֶ̔ྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ
͚̔ࣂמcኬ೫͚ټמᔾผͱొಁ˺ʑࠖؿಋྫྷሏʸκeΣಋྫྷሏ
ʸᔾɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcኬ೫͚ټמᔾੀϬ৽۪ʸొಁ˺ʑ̊ȹಋྫྷ
ሏʸΣτκeΣɐ߸ؿಋྫྷሏʸᔾʋɺӷʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcڬኬ೫
͚ټמᔾੀ۪ʸొಁ˺ʑɁ̵ྫྷሏʸɻκԎࣹʥɁ̵ྫྷЙಋྫྷֶ̔ྫྷ
͚מeΣొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿɁ̵ྫྷሏʸяӀτӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמ
ᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱeᐢܢϤӰcΣɐ߸ొಁ˺ʑֺτɰᐲᖎؿሏʸяӀτ
ӷਪ༅ټʻ˟ኬ೫͚ټמᔾcτᗐ͚מੀՅࣱe
 ۪ʸ͉עʥ෮ሏʸᐲ৽৻רԎڈདஉ৻רc۪ʸ̯֡کϷͨЄȹࡼʗϷි
Ѣ̯Ϸܞցޚؿᗐʼͧc˞ઢ৽ሏʸᐲ৽৻רe
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 ۪ʸ͉עʥ෮ሏʸᐲ৽̋৻רሬ͂כႺᐲ၉ొԜؿϬ৽ᓃࡗዀʥࣱ
ୄဲዀc۪ʸ˿൬ϷొՅଊ൵ʥԵ˺ࣱמ͚ؿe
 ሏʸᐲ৽ࣹ৻רʥؿɁ̵ྫྷၤಋྫྷЙಶძc˞͚̯ࣂמϷ߯ցؿτᗐЙଊ
൵ؿЙಶძݯๅeΣࣹʥಋྫྷၤ̔ྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ̔ؿЙcτᗐಋྫྷၤ̔
ྫྷɁ̵ྫྷ̔ؿЙಶძc˞͚ࣂמɻਝႺᐲ߯ցؿτᗐˀමଅݯๅe
 Շ၉ԜᎶዀ࿚ؿӡࠉԹc۪ʸ༦Ⴚᐲ၉ొՅଊֶټԵ˺ࣱࣂ
ɺሃ͚מτЯࣹʥሏʸᐲ৽৻ר
cᅟๅνૈя̋ᛷ۪͐ʸొؿಁ˺˺໔cϤ
ྡྷڈκሏؿሏʸ໔ᆦh۪ʸ˿༦၉ɐႺϷdΦ࿇ֶ˂௰͚݅מੱe
 ۪ʸ͉עʥ෮ሏʸᐲ৽৻רȹઢ৽cొಁ˺ʑֺτሏʸc˳ܢಋྫྷɁ̵
ྫྷؿʻၫሏʸcяผ˳ܢΕሏʸᐲ৽৻רʑe۪ʸᎶᆢړԯొכಁ˺ؿ
ֺτޚᗐሏʸτӷਪؿᔾʻ˟ԯˢল৻Ϊખ˳ܢЎɺࠉכϬ৽ᔝሏֶʻ

cᑷЛ೩ሏʸΐᔾɺӷϤኒߎԯˢׂ͚מe


ԯˢԑඖ

 Σ۪ʸɺʹ̯כϷஉτႺϷሏʸc̯Ϸτᚬ͓Щୄ˅۪ʸొؿಁ˺e
 Σ̯ஃؿڬɻʼ̯خၤߜʼ̯خτͨЄଔcȹล˞ߜʼݯ̯خๅe
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Rules: ATM Card - Auto-transfer Service
Please also refer to the Conditions for Services of Nanyang Commercial Bank, Limited
(“the Bank”), and pay particular attention to the provisions set forth under “Password”
and “Statements of account / confirmation” of Part 1 and “Electronic banking services”
and “ATM Cards” of Part 2 thereof. If there is any inconsistency between these Rules
and the Conditions for Services, these Rules shall prevail.
1.

General Provisions

1.1 The ATM Card is a debit card offered to the Customer by the Bank that embodies
dual currency settlement in both Renminbi and Hong Kong Dollars and can be
used in multiple networks (e.g. “JETCO”, “UnionPay”, “PLUS” and “EPS”). The
Customer can use the ATM Card to withdraw cash at ATMs of the Bank and those
displaying the “JETCO” logo in Hong Kong, as well as at ATMs displaying
“UnionPay” or “PLUS” logos around the world. The Customer can also make
purchase at merchant outlets that display the “EPS” logo in Hong Kong and
“UnionPay” logo worldwide. If the Customer’s ATM Card is linked to the Bank’s
accounts denominated in both Renminbi and Hong Kong Dollars, transactions
including purchase and cash withdrawals in Renminbi will be debited from the
Renminbi account whereas those in Hong Kong Dollars and other foreign
currencies will be debited from the Hong Kong Dollar account. The Customer
can also choose to activate the Auto-transfer Service for the ATM Card, which is
applicable to purchase and cash withdrawal transactions conducted at the
“UnionPay” network.
1.2 The ATM Card shall at all times be the property of the Bank, and the Bank may at
any time cancel or revoke it without prior notice. The Customer shall immediately
return the ATM Card to the Bank on demand.
1.3 The Customer shall keep proper and safe custody of the ATM Card and not allow
any other person to use the same.
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1.4 In the event of any inadvertent loss or theft of the ATM Card, the Customer shall
promptly notify the Bank by such means as prescribed by the Bank from time to time.
2.

Definitions of Terms
Unless otherwise stated, the following terms shall have the following meaning:

2.1 “Customer(s)” shall mean any natural person that has applied for the ATM Card.
2.2 “Auto-transfer Service” refers to transactions (including cash withdrawal or
purchase) conducted by the Customer at the “UnionPay” network, where the
transaction amount will be automatically debited from the Customer’s other
account maintained in the ATM Card if the outstanding balance of the Customer’s
transaction account in the ATM Card is insufficient to settle the total transaction
amount, provided that such other account maintained in the ATM Card has
sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount. Manual fund transfer is not
required.
3. ATM Card Auto-transfer Service
3.1 If all the accounts in the ATM Card are either Hong Kong Dollar accounts or
Renminbi accounts, the total transaction amount (in Hong Kong Dollars, Renminbi
or other foreign currency) will be debited from the Customer’s primary account
in the ATM Card. If the outstanding balance in the Customer’s primary account is
insufficient to settle the total transaction amount, the total transaction amount
will be automatically debited from the Customer’s first supplementary account in
the ATM Card and so forth. If none of the linked accounts in the ATM Card has
sufficient funds to settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be
cancelled.
3.2 If both Hong Kong Dollar and Renminbi accounts are linked to the ATM Card,
the total transaction amount will first be debited from the Customer’s first
Renminbi account in the ATM Card when the Customer’s transactions are in
Renminbi. If there is an insufficient balance in such Renminbi account to settle
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the total transaction amount, the total transaction amount will be automatically
debited from another Renminbi account (if any) linked to the Customer’s ATM
Card. If none of the above Renminbi accounts has sufficient funds to settle the
total transaction amount, the total transaction amount will then be debited from
the Customer’s Hong Kong Dollar account in the ATM Card (in which case, the
exchange of Hong Kong Dollars to Renminbi will be involved). If none of the
linked Hong Kong Dollar accounts in the ATM Card has sufficient funds to settle
the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled. In conclusion, if
none of the abovementioned accounts in the ATM Card has sufficient funds to
settle the total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.
3.3 If both Hong Kong Dollar and Renminbi accounts are linked to the ATM Card,
the total transaction amount will first be debited from the Customer’s first Hong
Kong Dollar account in the ATM Card when the Customer’s transactions are in
Hong Kong Dollars or foreign currency (except Renminbi). If there is an
insufficient balance in such Hong Kong Dollar account to settle the total transaction
amount, the total transaction amount will be automatically debited from another
Hong Kong Dollar account (if any) linked to the Customer’s ATM Card. If none
of the above Hong Kong Dollar accounts has sufficient funds to settle the total
transaction amount, the total transaction amount will then be debited from the
Customer’s Renminbi account in the ATM Card (in which case, the exchange of
Renminbi to Hong Kong Dollars or foreign currency will be involved). If none of
the linked Renminbi accounts in the ATM Card has sufficient funds to settle the
total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled. In conclusion, if none
of the abovementioned accounts in the ATM Card has sufficient funds to settle the
total transaction amount, the transaction will be cancelled.
3.4 The Customer understands and agrees that the Auto-transfer Service is not a preset function and the Customer is required to complete the necessary documents
designated by the Bank at any of the Bank’s branches in order to activate the
Auto-transfer Service.
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3.5 The Customer understands and agrees that the Auto-transfer Service is only
applicable in ATM and POS terminal with the “UnionPay” network for the
Customer’s cash withdrawal and purchase.
3.6 The Renminbi and Hong Kong Dollars exchange rate for the Auto-transfer Service
is subject to the relevant cash exchange rate prescribed by the Bank at the time of
the transaction. If the exchange of Hong Kong Dollars and foreign currency (except
Renminbi) is involved, the relevant exchange rate of Hong Kong Dollars and
foreign currency (except Renminbi) is subject to the daily exchange rate prescribed
by China UnionPay at the time of the transaction.
3.7 When the Customer withdraws cash or makes purchase by the ATM Card via the
“UnionPay” network (whether or not the Auto-transfer Service is involved), owing
to system restrictions prescribed by the network service provider, the standard
receipt generated can only display the card number of the ATM Card but not the
number of the actual account being debited for the transaction. The Customer can
enquire the transaction details via Internet Banking, passbook or statement.
3.8 The Customer understands and agrees that all the accounts, including any Hong
Kong Dollar / Renminbi current / savings accounts maintained in the Customer’s
ATM Card, will be included in the Auto-transfer Service once the Auto-transfer
Service is activated. The Customer should make sure that sufficient funds are
maintained in all the Customer’s related accounts linked to the ATM Card for
other financial arrangements (including without limitation autopay transaction or
cheque) in order to avoid other transactions being rejected due to insufficient
balance in such accounts.
4. Miscellaneous
4.1 If the Customer no longer holds a bank account with the Bank, the Bank shall
have the right to immediately terminate the Customer’s ATM Card.
4.2 If there is any inconsistency between the English version and the Chinese version
of these Rules, the English version shall prevail.
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